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Mr. and Mrs. Philip Lamb~
4205 Evanston Avenue, North
Seattle, Washington 98103

Dear Debbe and Phil,
This is to tell1you how much Heloisa and I enjoyed your

letter of January 17 that arrived about a week ago. I delayed
replying until I was able to locate all the Nikon camera
equipment that I wanted to send you. I finally found everything
that goes wi t.h Lhe camera you. asked for.' Enclosed hc r cwi,th is
an itemized list of the various extras. If I can get to the
post office in time, I will send it off to you this afternoon
by insured pa .ve L post, return receipt requested. Please let
me know as sov r: as it arrives whether or not anything is broken.
There probably is still some film in the camera since the last
time it was used some years ago. I didn't open ,it to remove
the film although I can think of nothing that may be on it
that I would miss. Besides, it's probably all spoiled by now
anyway.

We were delighted that you liked the framed sketch of
Mother. This sketch was made by one of her classmates in the
art school in 1936.' We were glad to have the news of your
settling into the new apartment upstairs and of the furniture
that you are acquiring for it. I suppose your statement "so
much for being able to pick up and move at the drop of a hat"
maybe another manifestation of your serious thoughts about
possibly settling in Seattle. We were also very glad to hear
about Phil's studying for the Bar and your work at the school
as well as about the activities of Howard and Joe.
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Enclosed herewith is a schedule of my engagements for the
remainder of the year as matters stand now. I am going to try
to keep down additional engagements to the absolute bare
minimum because we want to stay in Charleston and enjoy our
new home on the lake .. I bought a Water Byke for two on which
I expect to pedal daily on the lake. It ought to be a lot
of fun also for others during the warm months of the year.
What a pity you both live so far away.

Heloisa's plastic surgery turned out very well indeed and
she certainly looks a lot younger now. You can hardly imagine
the wonderful impact on Heloisa of the sentence in your letter
"you will always be beautiful-no matter what you do."

Regarding the birthday tapes, the ones you have are an
extra set that you may keep.

Love to both of you from both of us.
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NIKON CAMERA, LENSES AND OTHER EQUIP~mNT SENT TO DEBBE

February 2, 1977

1. Nikon F, "fully automatic reflex" camera with following
attachments on it:

a) Photoelectric exposure meter
b) 50mffi,F:2 normal Nikkor lens
c) EVEREADY case

2. Nikkor-Auto 3.5 em, F:2.8, wide angle lens (in carton)

3. Lens hood for 50mm., F:2 lens

4. " " " 35mm., F:2.8 lens (in separate small carton)

5. Waist-level finder (in separate small carton)

6. Nikon Flash Unit BC-5, Model V (in carton)

7. " Wire release (in carton)

8. Gun coupler (in small carton)

9. Nikon filter screw-in mount 52 mm,

10. Extension tubes for taking close-ups (see p. 29 of Instructions)

11. Instructions for Nikon F

12. " " Photoelectric exposure meter
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